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Abstract:

Due to today’s customer expectations of fast delivery of a wide-range of products, companies are under pressure to reduce the order fulfilment time, i.e., the time from receiving an order to the time it takes to get an order to a customer’s home or to its stores. In this research, we particularly focus on reducing item picking process times for E-Commerce orders by investigating how to design and operate dynamic order batching policies in parts-to-picker systems.

E-commerce orders require piece picking and are special because most of the order sizes are one and there could be item commonalities between orders that can be leveraged for improving throughput times in the picking process. In dynamic batching, multiple orders are processed in parallel but an individual order is released as soon as it is complete. A dynamic batching policy has the advantages of both sequential processing (by meeting individual order deadlines) and static order batching (by fulfilling several orders concurrently thereby reducing the completion time per order). The execution of a dynamic batching policy in a distribution center necessitates investment in a complex and expensive material handling system that enables the release of order totes, which violate the first come first serve queue discipline.

The goal of this research is to understand how best to design and operate a dynamic batching system in a parts-to-picker system. Specifically, we are interested in how the order batch size, item commonalities among orders, wait for items, item pick time and tote-interchange time can affect the performance of static and dynamic batching decisions, and how incoming order profile data can be used to improve performance through sequencing. Specifically, we will answer two research questions:

- What is the difference in throughput of a pick station that uses a static order batching policy versus one that uses a dynamic batching policy? We will explore various environmental factors (such as item commonality between orders, batch size, and order delivery deadline schedules).
- How should orders and items be sequenced to improve throughput performance in dynamic batching systems? Order sequencing algorithms will be developed and the effectiveness of algorithms for dynamic batching will be evaluated using order profile data.
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